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Trust and Safety as a Service 
 
Smyte is a Y Combinator (W15) company providing Trust and Safety as a Service.  Our team built anti-spam, anti-
fraud and trust and safety systems at Facebook, Instagram and Google.  Our CEO, Pete Hunt, was one of the 
original core team members of ReactJS, the #1 open source project out of Facebook.  We’re based in San 
Francisco.   
 
We've built an automated classifier and a suite of manual review tools to identify and block the bad actors in your 
system.  We ingest thousands of events per second via a highly scalable, schemaless, JSON REST API and return 
verdicts, which can either block actions, flag them for review, or suggest other remediations.  
 
Technology:  Smyte’s technology approach is unique - we use a vast number of signals, and combine unsupervised 
clustering, reputation and machine learning with a user-extensible set of rules.  This enables us to take on use cases 
well beyond e-commerce fraud including spam, scams, bots and harassment.   
 
Product:  We’ve built a real time classifier that in milliseconds, issues labeled verdicts and a set of human readable 
reasons as to why those verdicts were applied. This drastically reduces the need for manual review.  Our historical 
classifier runs in the background to handle more time-consuming computations like buyer-seller collusion or based 
on social data pulled from the web.  The historical classifier is always learning and updating the real time 
classifier.  Smyte's out of the box clustering algorithms identify both text and image clusters and its relation services 
identify related entities based on patterns of behavior. 
 
The third component of our product is a dashboard (see screenshots below) to evaluate suspicious actions and 
make bulk decisions on fraud, making making manual reviews even more streamlined and efficient.  Since Smyte 
looks at every action your users take on your service, not just payments or messages, the dashboard is also a great 
situational awareness tool of how users are interacting with your service.  
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
Verdicts can be delivered asynchronously via webhook, or synchronously.  They can also be delivered as lists via 
email.  
 
Instead of yet another black box which issues opaque scores that nobody understands and puts the onus of 
interpretation on you, Smyte has built a highly adaptable trust and safety system that you'll never outgrow.  If our 
system doesn't do something out-of-the-box, you can push custom JavaScript rules to us via git. 
 
The results have been extremely strong, e.g., over $1M in credit card fraud identified in 6 months of use for a 
major crowdfunding customer, and automatically blocking thousands of messages every day for a major 
classifieds customer, significantly reducing manual review time and cost. 
 
Customers and use cases:  the customer data sets we're working with are large, diverse and international in 
nature.  Smyte is working with data from tens of millions of unique users of classifieds, social networking, 
crowdfunding, two sided marketplaces, and MOOCs.  Our customers include:  
 

• Tilt and YouCaring (leading crowdfunding companies): identify and block credit card fraudsters, shut 
down buyer seller collusion, copycat campaigns, harassment of campaign organizers and other abuse 
specific to crowdfunding, al l  wi th  a  minimal  # o f  fa l s e  pos i t iv e s   

• OLX (leading classifieds company in Latin America, India, Africa):  efficiently identify and block P2P 
scammers, slash manual review time and costs  

• Reveal (social media platform):  identify and block bullying, harassers and spammers 
• Udacity (leading MOOC):  identify low quality graders 
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Sign up for a demo today at: http://smyte.com 


